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 Emma Mildon, Best selling

author of The Soul Searcher's

Handbook says, "I have

experienced many healings,

and regressions from all

corners of the globe. Gaia

connected with me instantly,

on a profound level. She is

most definitely gifted, with a

talent worth experiencing. An

honest, real healer. Truly

informational".



WHO AM I?

My name is Gaia and I am a healing  

practitioner. At the age of 33 I knew something

big was going to happen to me. As soon as I

turned 33 unused parts of my mind have been

activated and communication with the

Universe has been heightened. I have been

given the gift of sight. I specialise in Soul

Progression Therapy (S.P.T) through Soul

Evolution Techniques (S.E.T).

WHAT IS SOUL

PROGRESSION

THERAPY?

Past life Regression 

Mediumship

Clairvoyance

Energy healing

Body Scanning

Reiki

Hypnosis

Soul blue print analysis

Coaching

Counselling

"I made a special trip to KL, Malaysia from Phnom Penh,

Cambodia to have a session with Gaia. I am so grateful

she is here to share her gift with us. Her insight is

incredible and I found the experience very healing and

moving. She is wonderfully caring with an amazing

sense of energy and empathy. Thank you for everything"

- Vera (Curator)



WHAT HAPPENS IN MY

SESSION?

Reveal who you are with a 1 on 1

session. You relax on a massage

table while the magic is done!

Everyone gets what they come

for and what they need.
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"Most amazing appointment

ever. I met Gaia for the first

time and she blew my mind!

Such an intuitive, incredible

soul. She knew things that

absolutely cannot be explained

and I walked out feeling so

elated, incredible, and ready for

the rest of my life. Thank you!

Can’t wait to see you again in

the new year"-  Kat

Merewether award winning

New Zealand author and

illustrator of children’s books
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